
Aired Community Issues
The following is a list of some of the more significant community
issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.
This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these
issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or
significance of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATION (S) KYUK- AM & FM

Quarter of 2022:  □ 1ST     □ 2ND     □3RD   X4TH

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Y-K Delta subsistence council talks fishing and
low salmon runs: 'these restrictions are killing our culture'

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Hunting & Fishing DATE/TIME:  Oct 27, 2022 8:26am
DURATION 03:06

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: During a meeting on Oct. 27 in Bethel, the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Subsistence Regional Advisory Council discussed
another season of low salmon runs and restrictions on fishing.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Lady Warriors take second place at annual Bethel
Wrestling Invitational

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Sports  DATE/TIME: Nov 15, 2022 8:40am    DURATION:
1:03



DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: Three wrestling mats covered the basketball
hardwood floors in Bethel’s gymnasium. The air was filled with a
stale, soupy mixture of sweat, musk, and concession stand food.
Parents and student athletes ranging from fourth to 12th grade
spilled from the surrounding bleachers and onto the edge of the mats
to cheer on their favorite grapplers. Darren Lieb is Bethel’s Varsity
Wrestling Coach and tournament organizer.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Bethel's only low-barrier emergency shelter may
close early this year. ‘Honestly, where are they gonna go?’

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Health & Safety DATE/TIME:  Nov 18 ,2022,
8:22am   DURATION:  6:05

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: After sheltering hundreds from the cold last
winter, Bethel Winter House is grappling with the possibility of
closing its doors early this season due to lack of funding.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Kuskokwim River residents are urging state fishery
managers to open the river one day per week to gillnets

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Politics   DATE/TIME:  Dec 22 , 2022 8:46am
DURATION: 1:03

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: If everything goes right, former Bethel
resident Rebecca Trimble will be an American soon.

It’s a moment that has taken years to reach, but her husband, John



Trimble, a captain in the U.S. Army Reserve, said that they’re
waiting for a final decision before they celebrate.


